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Abstrat
In hadron indued air showers of highest energies (E>10
18
eV), the
lateral distribution funtions of eletrons and muons are a superposition
of many separate eletromagneti sub-showers, initiated by meson deay
at dierent altitudes and energies. The lateral distribution funtion is
the primary tool for reonstruting the energy of the primary in a UHE
osmi ray shower, so understanding it in detail is a prerequisite for having
ondene in the energy determination. We analyze in this paper the
dominant ontributions to the ground level lateral distribution funtions,
as a funtion of the altitude and energy at whih the sub-showers are
initiated. Far from the ore, the dominant ontribution to the density
of eletrons omes from sub-showers initiated at low altitudes and low
energies (E<100 GeV). The dominant sub-showers are initiated at large
radial distane from the ore and at a large angle with respet to the
main shower axis. This demonstrates the need for areful treatment of
low energy hadron physis modeling even for ultrahigh energy primaries.
1 Introdution
There are basially two methods to measure air showers indued by osmi rays
with an energy greater than 1018 eV. One is to measure the uoresene light
aused by harged partiles passing through the atmosphere; the other is to
sample the lateral distribution of harged partiles on the ground. Theoretial
preditions for both the longitudinal and lateral distributions of seondaries are
produed by Monte Carlo simulation of the showers. Comparing theory and
observation permits properties of the primary osmi ray, suh as its energy
and omposition, to be inferred.
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In this paper we study lateral distribution funtions of eletrons and muons.
In partiular we want to determine whih altitudes and whih regimes of energy
of the hadroni part of an air shower are of primary importane in produing
various omponents of the ultimate ground level lateral distribution. This is a
step toward the larger goal of eluidating the soures of systemati unertainties
in theoretial preditions for shower properties.
2 Air showers
Atmospheri showers an be ategorized into three elements, the hadroni part,
the eletromagneti part and the muoni part. Basially, the hadroni part feeds
the other two omponents, photons being mainly produed by pi0/η deay and
muons by the deay of harged pions and kaons. One a photon is produed it
initiates an eletromagneti sub-shower whih evolves essentially independently
of the rest of the shower. (With some low probability, a photon interats hadron-
ially in a photo-nulear reation, re-initiating a hadroni sub-asade; this is
negleted here.) Muons, one reated, interat very little. For them the most
important proess is energy loss via ionization, and oasionally pair prodution
or bremsstrahlung in the nulear eld of air moleules.
Let us all the photons and muons whih are diretly produed by hadroni
deays, initiators, beause they initiate a sub-shower of their kind. The ques-
tions we address here are: where are these initiators produed, what are their
energies, and what are the energies of the hadroni reation in whih they were
themselves reated. This is ruial to understanding lateral distribution fun-
tions and espeially what governs the partile densities at large distanes from
the shower ore.
For eletromagneti sub-showers there are two lasses of initiators: high
energy photons produed at high altitudes and low energy photons produed
at low altitudes beause high altitude initiators must have suient energy for
their seondaries to reah ground level before being absorbed and sub-showers
initiated at low energy must be reated at low altitude, to avoid being absorbed
before reahing the ground. However the the relative importane of these lasses
of initiators, as a funtion of the radial distane of the observed partile from
the sub-shower, and the dominant soures of lateral spreading and arrival-time
delay, has not been systematially studied until now.
For muons the situation is simpler than for eletromagneti showers. High
energy harged pions rarely deay due to their huge Lorentz fator, so only
low energy omponents of the hadroni shower ontribute signiantly to muon
prodution. Moreover Lorentz beaming means that lower energy partiles have
typially larger angles with respet to the shower axis, and therefore ontribute
more to the muon density at larger distane from the ore, than do higher energy
partiles. For a given initiator energy and angle, simple geometry implies that a
muon an propagate to larger distanes from the ore if it is produed at higher
altitudes. Muons, in ontrast to eletrons and photons propagate without muh
absorption to the ground level.
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The air showers analyzed in this paper are simulated with a traditional
Monte Carlo method, whose ode will be released soon. The basi features of
this model are the high energy hadroni model QGSJET [1℄, the low energy
hadroni model GHEISHA [2℄ and the eletromagneti shower model EGS4
[3℄. The model has also some new simulation tehniques whih speed up the
omputation of air showers onsiderably, but these are irrelevant for the present
analysis. Therefore, the pure physis ontent (hadroni and eletromagneti
modeling) is idential to the most ommonly used option in the CORSIKA
pakage [4℄. We have diretly onrmed the agreement of the results presented
here with CORSIKA simulations.
3 Initiators
In the following we analyze the ontributions to the lateral distribution funtions
of 5×1019 eV proton-indued vertial showers at a ground level altitude of 900m,
averaging over 50 showers. The kineti energy utos for registering hadrons,
muons, eletrons/positrons and photons have been hosen to 0.05 GeV, 0.05
GeV, 1 MeV and 1 MeV, respetively.
3.1 Ground eletrons
For eletrons at ground level, the results are best summarized in Fig. 1, whih
shows the relative ontribution at three distanes from the ore as a funtion
of the eletromagneti initiator's energy and prodution depth. This is just the
probability that an eletromagneti sub-shower is initiated at a given altitude
and energy. The altitude is plotted in units of vertial atmospheri depth,
dened as X(h) =
∫
∞
h
ρ(h′)dh′, h being the altitude and ρ(h) the density of
air, aording to a standard USGS atmosphere. The results are obtained as
follows: for eah eletron arriving at a ertain distane from the shower ore
we trae bak the history of this partile, generation by generation, and reord
the energy and depth of prodution of the initiator (the last partile of the
sub-shower whih was not a hadron: in most ases, a photon from pi0/η deay).
One reognizes two distint regions of initiator energy and depth of pro-
dution whih play the dominant role in produing eletrons, depending on the
distane from the ore. Closer to the ore, the initiators ome predominantly
from high altitudes and have high energies, while far from the ore the initiators
are seen to be primarily produed at low altitude with low energy.
We an analyze this interesting behavior in greater detail by looking at the
probability distributions as a funtion of energy and depth separately. Figure
2 shows the distribution of energies of eletron initiators whose eletromagneti
sub-showers ontribute to the eletron density at 4 dierent lateral distanes.
The area under eah urve is normalized to 1 to get probability distributions.
Close to the shower ore the most important ontributions ome from high
energies. At larger distanes the ontribution of low energy initiators beomes
more and more important. Fig. 3 gives the probability distribution as a funtion
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of the altitude of the initiators. At large distanes from the ore the dominant
ontribution omes from relatively low altitudes, i.e. large depth. This onrms
that the power of lateral spreading for eah high energy eletromagneti asade
is limited. In fat, the greatest ontribution at large lateral distane omes from
low energy sub-showers whih are emitted at a large angle with respet to the
main shower axis, as seen in Fig. 4 and at a large distane with respet to the
shower axis (Fig. 5). It is useful to read Figs. 3 and 5 together, to see at whih
altitudes the initiators are produed, and then to read o the mean distane
from the shower axis. One realizes that high altitude initiators are produed
lose to the axis, and low altitude ones lose to the point where the eletrons
reah the ground. This means that the low energy hadroni part of the shower
is produing a signiant portion of the lateral expansion.
Fig. 3 shows a very irregular struture below 300g/cm2. This is a statistial
utuation aused by some events having a very energeti photon, whih is
onsequently a sub-shower initiator for many eletrons and photons at ground
level.
We note that the results on eletron initiators presented here suggest why
analyti treatments of the lateral distribution funtion of the air showers of
hadroni primaries using a formula like the NKG [5, 6℄ are unsatisfatory, even
though the formula may perfetly desribe an eletromagneti sub-shower. The
implementation of suh analyti approahes generally assumes that eah sub-
shower initiator has a small angle with respet to the shower axis. As we have
seen, this is not orret when desribing eletrons and positrons at large dis-
tanes from the shower ore. Only an implementation of NKG with full onsid-
eration of the emission angle of eah sub-shower initiator, without small angle
approximation, and taking the orret intersetion of the inlined sub-shower
with the ground level, an be expeted to give reasonable results.
3.2 Ground photons
Photons show similar behavior to eletrons and positrons, sine they are reated
in the same eletromagneti sub-shower. However, Figs. 6 and 7 reveal that the
eet disussed above for eletrons is muh less pronouned. Photon initiators
are produed higher in the atmosphere than eletron initiators, even though
they are part of the same eletromagneti sub-showers. This is probably due to
the fat that photons do not lose energy by ionization loss, therefore low energy
photons have a higher hane to propagate a large distane than eletrons do.
3.3 Ground muons
The orresponding results for muons an be seen in Figs. 8 and 9. Their energy
spetrum (Fig. 8) at the point of reation gets peaked at a lower energy as
one selets muons arriving at larger distane from the shower axis, beause a
lower energy makes larger emission angles more probable. As for the depth of
reation, one an see in Fig. 9 that at high altitudes muon initiators ontribute
more at large distanes from the ore, but never to the extent of eletromagneti
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initiators. This is not surprising sine the hadroni shower has to evolve down
in energy in order for pions or kaons to deay.
A omparison of Figs. 9 and 10 shows that muons observed at large radial
distane are preferentially but not exlusively produed lose the the shower
axis, propagating to larger distanes due to their large angle of prodution with
respet to the shower axis.
The small peak in Fig. 9 at r=2000m and very low altitudes may be a
utuation or the onset of a low altitude ontribution as observed for eletron
densities; however the phenomenon is muh less pronouned and we do not
investigate it further here.
4 Hadroni reation energy
It is also interesting to investigate the energy of the hadroni reations whih are
responsible for reating the sub-shower initiators. Figure 11 shows the energy
of the projetile in the lab frame, of the hadron-air ollision whih reates the
eletron- or muon-initiator. It reveals that high energy hadroni physis governs
the prodution of the eletromagneti omponent of the ground level shower
lose to the ore, but for larger distanes from the ore the last hadroni reation
is in the low energy (E<100 GeV) regime.
Figure 12 shows that at large distanes from the ore, low energy reations
beome inreasingly important for determining partile densities. The top gure
shows the total lateral distribution funtion of eletrons plotted in a full line,
while the part ontributed by initiators whih are reated in an hadroni reation
with an energy Elab > 100 GeV is shown with a dashed line. The orresponding
urves for muons are drawn as dotted (muon lateral distribution funtion) and
dashed-dotted lines (ontribution by high energy reations with Elab > 100
GeV only). The bottom gure shows the ratios of the orresponding urves, for
eletrons and for muons. At 600m 20% of the eletron density omes from a
low energy hadroni reation; at 1km this fration is 40%. The situation is even
more pronouned in the ase of muons, due to the omparatively long lifetime
of harged mesons. Here the last hadroni reation is in most ases a low energy
reation, even at small distanes from the ore.
These results shed new light on the importane of low energy hadroni mod-
eling in air showers, an aspet whih is often negleted in the literature. The
impat of low energy shower modeling an be diretly seen in Fig. 11. In the sim-
ulation program used for this study, we employed the low energy hadroni model
GHEISHA to desribe interations of projetiles whose lab energy is less than
90 GeV, while at higher energies QGSJET is used. This follows the CORSIKA
proedure, only diering by hoosing the energy of transition between low and
high energy hadroni models at 90 GeV rather than 80 GeV. Fig. 11 shows that
the projetile energy distributions show a break at log10(E/GeV) ≈ 2 , espe-
ially for muons (lower gure) at large distane from the ore. The sharp break
is an artifat of a disontinuity in the modeling of the hadroni interations,
between QGSJET and the low energy hadroni model GHEISHA. Evidently, at
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the transition energy Elab = 90 GeV, GHEISHA produes many more muons
at large distanes than QGSJET; this arises beause the two models have dif-
ferent dierential ross setions and partile prodution levels. (For examples
of dierenes between these models in this energy region, see [7℄.) With orret
modeling, the high and low energy models must math at the transition energy,
in priniple in every detail. What we see here is that at large radius, these
details aet the predited shower properties. We have heked, however, that
the qualitative onlusion that low energy, low altitude initiators dominate for
large radius eletrons, is not an artifat of the non-smooth transition between
low and high energy hadroni models.
It has already been pointed out that for muh lower energy primaries the
low energy hadroni model is important for muons measured at ground level.
In Ref. [8, 9℄ it is shown that for 1015eV hadroni showers, the energy of the
last hadroni reation before produing a muon (Eµ > 1 GeV) is in 50% of all
ases a low energy reation with Elab < 100 GeV. Refs. [10, 11℄ study the low
energy hadroni model dependene by analyzing CORSIKA [4℄ simulations of
1015 eV hadron indued showers with two dierent models at energies below
80 GeV: GHEISHA[2℄ and UrQMD [12, 13℄. The two models show dierenes
in the energy spetrum of produed muons, but the overall number of muons
stays approximatively the same in both ases [11℄. This fat beomes important
when measuring muons with dierent energy thresholds as shown in Ref. [10℄.
While possibly not surprising, the analysis presented here shows that the low
energy hadroni model is also important for determining the lateral distribution
funtion at large radius for ultrahigh energy osmi ray showers.
5 Mean arrival time of ground partiles
We have seen that in the ase of lateral distribution funtions of eletrons, there
are two distint regions in altitude and energy whih ontribute dierently as a
funtion of distane from the shower axis. This gives rise to the question where
the time delay of partiles with respet to the shower front omes from. In a
simplied model one an onsider three ontributions: The time delay is aused
by
• hadroni showering,
• eletromagneti showering, and
• geometry.
Fig. 13 shows illustrates the dierent parts. The hadroni time delay is dened
as ∆thad = tAB − AB/c with AB being the distane from A to B and tAB
being the atual time spent in the hadroni asade prior to prodution of the
initiator, i.e. going from point A (rst interation) to point B (prodution of the
initiator, e.g. a photon or a muon). ∆tem = tBC − BC/c is the orresponding
time delay of the eletromagneti (or muoni) sub-shower. The total time delay
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is dened as ∆ttot = tAB+ tBC−AC/c. And nally the geometri time delay is
∆tgeo = (AB +BC −AC)/c = ∆ttot −∆thad −∆tem . A detailed Monte Carlo
model permits keeping trak of eah propagating partile and hene omputing
the values ∆ttot,∆thad,∆tem.
Fig. 14 shows the results, whih are best understood by referening also
the gures of the previous setions giving prodution height and radius of the
initiators. Ground eletrons lose to the ore spend most of their time in the
eletromagneti sub-shower, sine for them the main ontribution omes from
high altitude high energy initiators; the hadroni part of their history is at high
energy for whih multiple ollisions do not inrease the path length signiantly,
so their hadroni time delay is small. Further away from the ore the hadroni
part of the time delay inreases, beoming as important as the eletromagneti
one at 1500m. The inreasing hadroni time delay is orrelated with an inreas-
ing time delay aused by geometry, sine both the radius of prodution of the
initiators and their average emission angle inreases with radius of the observed
eletron. Thus at very large distanes, geometry and hadroni time delay are the
dominant ontributions, and the eletromagneti spreading is roughly onstant
as we have seen earlier.
As for ground photons, the main time delay is aused by the eletromagneti
sub-shower. The dierene from eletrons beomes lear when one remembers
that photon initiators are higher in the atmosphere than eletron initiators (see
Figs. 3 and 7).
The time delay of muons is mainly aused by geometry and, though less
important, the hadroni part of the shower.
6 Conlusions
We have analyzed in detail how eletromagneti and muoni sub-showers on-
tribute to the overall lateral distribution funtions of an ultrahigh energy os-
mi ray air shower. At all distanes from the ore, ground level muons ome
mostly from low energy muons emitted at intermediate-high altitudes in the
atmosphere. However, at large distanes from the ore (>1000m), eletrons
ome predominantly from low energy pi0/η 's produed at low altitudes and
large distane from the ore, and with a large angle with respet to the shower
axis. Moreover the ollisions produing the initiators are themselves low en-
ergy hadron-nuleus interations whih in standard air shower simulations are
treated by a dierent model than the high energy interations.
We onlude that in order to ahieve detailed agreement between data and
models for the lateral distribution funtions and arrival-delay time distributions,
neessary in order to optimally reonstrut properties of the primary, it is ne-
essary to take greater are for modeling the low energy hadroni interations in
the showers.
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Figure 1: The relative ontribution to eletron densities at three distanes from
the ore r<100, r=1000, and r=2000m, as a funtion of energy and prodution
depth of the initiator of the eletromagneti sub-shower. Two distint regions
are visible, one at low energy and low altitude, and another at high altitude and
high energy.
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Figure 2: The top gure shows the probability distribution of initiators for
ground level eletrons as a funtion of the initiator's energy for dierent radial
distanes from the ore. The bottom gure shows the integrated probability
P (E′ < E) ≡
∫ E
0
dP
dE′
dE′ whih orresponds to the fration of initiators with
energy less than E. At r=2000m 65% of the eletron density omes from low
energy gammas with E′ < 1 GeV.
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Figure 3: The depth of eletron initiators for 4 dierent distanes from the
shower ore. The greater is the distane from the ore, the larger the ontribu-
tion from low altitudes.
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Figure 4: The emission angle of eletron initiators as angle with respet to
the main shower axis. The rst bin has been dupliated in negative values for
better visibility. Close to the ore, the initiators are predominantly emitted
ollinear with the shower axis, while at larger distanes greater emission angles
are dominant.
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Figure 5: The mean distane of eletron initiators to the shower axis.
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Figure 6: Energy distribution of photon initiators.
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Figure 7: The distribution of vertial depth of photon initiators.
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Figure 8: This plot shows the energy distribution of muon initiators, whih is
the energy of muons at the point of reation, leading to ground level muons at
dierent lateral distanes.
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Figure 9: The depth of muons at the point of reation.
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Figure 10: The mean distane of muon initiators to the shower axis.
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Figure 11: Energy of the last hadroni reation before reating a eletromagneti
(top) and a muoni (bottom) sub-shower.
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Figure 12: The importane of high energy reations to the density of eletrons
and muons as a funtion of distane from the shower ore: the full line in the
top gure shows the total density of eletrons as a funtion of distane from the
shower ore. The dashed line represents the density of eletrons whose initiators
are reated in a high energy reation (Elab > 100 GeV) . The orresponding
urves for muons are plotted as dotted and dashed-dotted lines. The bottom
gure shows the ratios for eletrons (full line) and muons (dashed line).
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AB
C
Figure 13: The ontributions to the time delay of partiles: hadroni time delay
from A to B, eletromagneti/muoni from B to C. The dierene of the sum
(dotted line) to the total time delay (dashed line) represents the geometri delay
as explained in the text.
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Figure 14: Contributions to the mean time delay of eletrons (top), photons
(middle) and muons (bottom) as a funtion of the distane from the shower
axis.
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